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You ask me why I carry cash around with me all the time. 
Don’t you see all these yard sale signs? 

When I flip this first edition for a cool grand,  
Then maybe you’ll understand... 

 
Wooden Wand, “Mexican Coke” 

 
Our research addresses contemporary modes of retail sales work by focusing on segments 

of online commerce we call the “digital vintage economy.” While the digital vintage economy is 
framed by nostalgia for older modes of production and consumption, it is intrinsically connected 
to social media and exchange platforms. Sites like Etsy are places where vintage stores and 
collectors can display and sell their one-of-a-kind threads alongside new, handcrafted items. 
Meanwhile, on sites like Discogs, record stores and individual merchants list and sell new as 
well as collectible vinyl. Discogs also functions as an authoritative price check for record buyers 
and sellers alike, to the tune of seven million visits per month. The time-honored tradition of 
“crate digging” has always been a source of exchange- as well as use-value for record shoppers, 
and Discogs has upended the practice by providing access to prices and availability for novices 
alongside connoisseurs. Sites like Discogs and Etsy are often omitted from larger conversations 
about the platform economy, but the labor practices that sustain these sites resemble the 
warehouse labor observed at Amazon, where low-wage workers quickly locate, pack, and ship 
items ordered by consumers. And no less than larger-scale and more (in)famous platforms like 
Airbnb and Uber, the niche markets comprising the digital vintage economy thrive on a gendered 
artisanal and entrepreneurial imaginary that underpins what is in fact very mundane labor. We 
situate the online traffic in collectibles within broader platform economies, and by comparing 
records and clothes as sectors of the digital vintage economy, dominated by men and women 
respectively, we are able to critique digital divisions of labor, which continue to be organized by 
race, age, and class as well as gender and geography.  

We develop the category “listing labor” to describe the unglamorous and often grueling 
labor of cataloging merchandise online, performed by clerks and other employees as well as 
independent entrepreneurs, and we compare the gig work of flipping clothes and records online 
with the wage labor of store employees. In the cases of both records and vintage clothes, 
individual merchants and paid workers each photograph and describe collectible items for online 
audiences, as well as pack and ship purchased merchandise for delivery. The feminized labor of 
“shop girls” has been given a digital makeover, yet it is no less embodied than older modes of 
retail employment in the warehouse and on the selling floor. Drawing on historical and 
ethnographic studies of shopping and service work (Benson, 1988; Sherman 2007; Zukin 2004), 
we contextualize listing labor within the history of department stores and other retail outlets, 
where interactions between shoppers and employees become part of the commodities for sale 



(reflected more reliably in prices than wages). Even online, consumers’ habits and desires inform 
the management of clerks’ affect as well as their actions. Goods marked “vintage” promise 
glamour, prestige, and hipness; we consider how listing labor helps animate the value of vintage, 
online as well as in the flesh.  

Using ethnographic as well as historical sources, we also describe retail platforms like 
Etsy, Discogs, and eBay (a leading site for sales of both records and vintage clothes) as recent 
iterations of a time-tested management strategy: namely, utilizing technology, from the shopping 
cart to one-click sales, to reorganize labor among shoppers and employees alike. (Palm, 2017) 
As a patently contemporary mode of work, listing labor is largely defined by the transactional 
platforms and online store fronts on which so much merchandise is displayed and described. Yet 
many of the practices and protocols characteristic of listing labor, such as the posting of 
photographs and descriptions of merchandise, have histories that are both sweeping and specific; 
for instance, posting merchandise online is a fairly direct descendent of mail order catalogs and 
print advertisements ranging from billboards to coupons. From a historical perspective focused 
on the labor behind these displays, their pixelated presentation is a relatively minor detail. The 
more revealing differences between the display aspects of listing labor and its predecessors 
(including storefront window displays as well as catalogs and print ads) involve the technology 
and how it enables jack- and jill-of-all-trade employees and entrepreneurs to photograph and 
present merchandise, rather than hiring professional photographers, models, and graphic 
designers. Digital platforms also facilitate tighter and more revealing feedback loops between 
display and browsing, which in turn requires more rigorous maintenance of inventory by 
employees and allows for more intricate surveillance of employees by their both employers and 
their customers. Sales platforms are routinely heralded as transformative transaction 
technologies, but they are often overlooked as tools for labor management. In this paper, we 
analyze them how they function as both in tandem.  

The vintage vogue is part of a larger documented wave of artisanal nostalgia, mobilized 
in response to post-Fordist modes of production and based on re-imaginings of 19th and 20th 
century divisions of labor that often elide their gender, sexual, racial, and class politics. (Gajjala, 
2015) Vintage clothing and vinyl records entail older ways of looking and listening, not just as 
consumerism, but as a lifestyle brand, a marker of identity, and even as an ethical choice 
(Cassidy and Bennett 2012; Clark and Palmer, 2005; Thorén, Edenius, Eriksson Lundström, and 
Kitzmann, 2017). Accordingly, we consider listing labor in relation to older modes of shopping 
and lifestyle as well as those of service work and retail sales. In the digital vintage economy, the 
value-added of vintage styles and formats meets the speed and efficiency associated with 
algorithms and Amazon. Vintage merchants must learn to manipulate social media platforms’ 
sorting methods to increase their visibility and, thus, their sales. Following other feminist 
interventions into understandings of the platform economy and post-Fordism (Duffy and 
Pruchniewska, 2017; Duffy and Schwartz, 2017; Gill and Pratt, 2008; McRobbie, 2010; van 
Doorn, 2017), we assess how exchange platforms and nostalgia co-operate to produce the digital 
vintage economy.  
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